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Defining Prevention through Design (PtD)

“The initiative to prevent or reduce occupational injuries
and fatalities through the inclusion of prevention
considerations in all designs that impact workers.”
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)

Prevention through Design and the Hierarchy of
Risk Controls
The Prevention
through Design
approach
leverages the
controls in this
hierarchy.
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The Advantages of PtD

Benefits any industry
protecting workers
through retrofitting

Saves money for
organizations through
minimal retrofit

Reduces financial
and time loss due to
workplace injuries

Prevention Through Design
Find a Problem Worth Solving
• In a 10-year period, more than
24,000 electrical injuries were
recorded in the US
• Direct costs are estimated to be
$50-80K per incident, indirect costs
are estimated 4X direct costs
• Electrical injuries have one of the
highest worker compensation costs
– 2nd only to motor vehicle
accidents
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Why We Need a Better Way
•

•

A study1 on common practices with voltage test
instruments found that over a five-year period
– 18.3% of facilities experienced a personal
injury when using handheld voltage test
instruments
– 36.7% reported near misses of personal
injury
– 11.7% of facilities experienced interruptions
to plant operations due to voltage testing
incidents
“How do you test for the absence of voltage?”
– More than 90% of electricians and technical
personnel at a large chemical company did
not know how to perform a thorough test

1. H. L. Floyd and B. J. Nenninger, "Personnel Safety and Plant Reliability Considerations in the Selection and Use of
Voltage Test Instruments," IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications, vol. 33, no. 2, pp. 367-373, 1997.
2. K. Crawford and N. K. Haggerty, "Test Before Touch: Seems Easier Said Than Done," IEEE Industry Applications
Magazine, pp. 32-39, May/June 2008.

Why We Need a Better Way
•

Performing work without turning off power and
verifying that a de-energized condition exists is
one of the leading causes of workplace injury1
– A better way to verify the absence of voltage on
low voltage systems could lead to a 20%
reduction of electrical injuries2
– That’s 10 workers each week!

•

Training alone is not enough
– In a study of electrical burn patients, researchers
found that none
of the patients followed all appropriate safety
measures3

1. C. M. Wellman, “OSHA arc-flash injury data analysis,” in Proc. 2012 IEEE IAS Electrical Safety Workshop, Daytona Beach, FL, 2012, pp. 1–5.
2. R. M. Bugaris, "Improving Electrical Safety in the Workplace: Applying Prevention Through Design to Voltage Testing," in IEEE Industry
Applications Magazine, vol. 23, no. 3, pp. 12-23, May-June 2017.
3. J. Noble, M. Gomez, and J. S. Fish, “Quality of life and return to work following electrical burns,” Burns, vol. 32, no. 2, pp. 159–164, 2006.
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Verifying a De-Energized Condition
120.5 Process for Establishing and
Verifying an Electrically Safe Work
Condition
(7) Use an adequately rated portable test instrument to test
each phase conductor or circuit part to verify it is deenergized. Test each phase conductor or circuit part both
phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground. Before and after
each test, determine that the test instrument is operating
satisfactorily through verification on any known voltage
source.
2018 Edition

Isolate Energy Source &
LOTO

Select Test
Instrument

Test the Tester

Check for Voltage

Test the Tester

Perform Work

Portable Testers Have Limitations
Error Setting Function Selection Switch
Electrician severely burned when a multimeter
switch was incorrectly placed in resistance
mode prior to making contact with terminals in
a 480V MCC.[1]
Inadequately Rated Tester
Arc created when a voltmeter was connected
across two phases of a busbar. Arc caused
tester to overload and explode resulting in one
fatality and another worker with serious burn
injuries.[2]
Error Reading Digital Display
“OL” or over-range was
misinterpreted to mean “zero” or no
voltage present, resulting in a nearmiss.[1]

Use of Improper Portable Tester
Although a non-contact voltage probe
did not indicate voltage, a lighting
circuit was in fact energized, resulting
in electrical shock.[3]

Using a Voltmeter for
verification has
limitations…
•

Hardware failures

•

Human error

•

Process failures

•

Misinterpretation

•

Exposure to hazards

[1] H. L. Floyd and B. J. Nenninger, “Personnel safety and plant reliability considerations in the selection and use of voltage test instruments,” IEEE Trans. Ind. Appl., vol. 33, no. 2, pp. 367–373, 1997.
[2] ”Hispanic factory worker dies of burns after improperly testing a 480‐volt electrical bus bar,” Fatality Assessment and Control Evaluation (FACE ) Program, Nat. Inst. Occupational Safety Health, Centers Disease Control Prevention, U.S. Dept. Health
Human Services, Cincinnati, OH, 2005.
[3] J. Prigmore, J. Bishop and J. Martens, “Electrical Investigations: Case Studies, Common Electrical Safety Mistakes, and Lessons Learned,” IEEE Electrical Safety Workshop, 2018.
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What is an Absence of Voltage Tester?
A permanently-mounted tester used to verify a circuit
is de-energized prior to opening an electrical enclosure
• Verifies the absence of phase-to-phase and
phase-to-ground

• Automated test sequence helps
reduce operator errors

• Checks for both AC and DC voltage

• Utilizes active indications

• Built-in test circuit verifies operation on
a known voltage source before and after
absence of voltage test

• All safety functions rated to SIL 3

• Contains provisions to ensure tester is properly
installed and in direct contact with the circuit
at time of testing

Portable Testers

• Listed to UL 1436

Key takeaway: AVTs are a NEW product category
added to UL 1436 in Sept. 2016

Comparison of Test Methods

Manual Process: Possible Exposure to Electrical
Hazards
On average takes 10-20 minutes to complete

Absence of Voltage Testers
Absence of Voltage Tester
Test the
Tester

Verify
Installation

Check for
Voltage

Re-Verify
Installation

Re-test the
Tester

Indicate
Result

Automatically Performed in Sequence No Exposure to
Electrical Hazards Takes less than 10 seconds to
complete
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AVTs are NOT Voltage Indicators
With several voltage indicating tools and devices on the market, consulting engineers, plant
engineers, and safety managers need clarity on their electrical safety options.

VS

Terminology Matters
Permanently Mounted Devices
Absence of Voltage
Tester (AVT)

Voltage Indicator

Voltage Portals

Analog or Digital
Panel Meter

Isolator Check (IEC)

UL 1436 / UL 61010

No Standard

No Standard

UL 61010

No Standard

Handheld Testers
Digital Multimeter

Voltage Detector

Voltage Presence Indicator / Voltage Detector

UL 61010

ICE 61243-3

UL 1436 / UL 61010
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Standards Organizations are Embracing AVT
Technology
The design of equipment, components, and systems with safety in mind is exactly
what we need for a safer and more productive workplace

• UL 1436 - Standard for Outlet Circuit Testers and
Similar Indicating Devices
• NFPA 70E – Standard for Electrical Safety in the
Workplace 2018

UL 1436 & AVTs

UL 1436 Standard for Outlet Circuit Testers and Similar Indicating Devices, 6th Edition (September 6, 2016)
https://standardscatalog.ul.com/standards/en/standard_1436
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AVT Construction
• Electrical requirements in
UL 61010-1 and -2-030
• Isolation between the AVT and
electrical system
• Short circuit current rating
• Overcurrent protection
• User initiated test

Active Indication for Absence of Voltage
• An active indicator is required to visually
convey the absence of voltage
• Indicator must be green
– Green cannot be used for any other indicators

• All test conditions must be satisfied for the
green indicator to illuminate
– Test-the-tester
– Installation verified
– Voltage level
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Test Circuits to Verify Functionality
• “Test-the-Tester”
A supervisory test circuit is required to verify that the tester is functioning
– Activated before and after the absence of voltage measurements are taken
– Ensures that the tester was not damaged during the test leading to a false indication

• Installation Check
UL 1436 includes several installation provisions
– Detect open connections between the tester and the circuit
– Detect the reversal of phase and ground tester leads

Establishing the Threshold
• What does it mean to be “de-energized”?
• Need to balance personnel safety and
reliable operation
– Low enough to avoid any injuries to personnel
– High enough to avoid nuisance indications when
small amounts of voltage are detected in the
environment

• AVTs define a de-energized condition as
less than 3.0 V
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SIL Rating for Safety Functions
• Ensures that electrical, electronic, or programmable electronic systems
(E/E/PE) are designed in such a way to prevent dangerous failures or to
control them when they arise
• Certification requires quantitative and qualitative analysis by an accredited
certification body that includes rigorous testing of the product and audits of
manufacturer processes
• Functional safety is measured by Safety Integrity Levels (SIL)
– SIL 3 is required for AVT safety functions
IEC 61508 outlines functional
safety requirements

NFPA 70E 120.5 (7) NEW Exception
Exception No. 1: An adequately rated permanently mounted test device
shall be permitted to be used to verify the absence of voltage of the
conductors or circuit parts at the work location, provided it meets the all
following requirements:
[Listed as an AVT per UL 1436]

a) It is permanently mounted and installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions and tests the conductors and circuit parts at the point of work
b) It is listed and labeled for the purpose of verifying the absence of voltage
c) It tests each phase conductor or circuit part both phase-to-phase and
phase-to-ground
d) The test device is verified as operating satisfactorily on any known
voltage source before and after verifying the absence of voltage

Key takeaway:
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NFPA 70E Handbook, 2018 Edition

Key Standards
Standard

Description

NFPA 70E

Standard for Work Practices
Products are not listed to NFPA 70E

UL 1436

Listing requirements for AVTs

IEC/UL 61010-1
& 61010-2-030

Safety requirements for testing/measuring
Referenced by UL 1436 for AVTs

IEC 61508

Functional safety for hardware & firmware
reliability
AVTs safety functions must meet SIL 3

UL 508

Listing for use in industrial control equipment
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Ideal Applications for AVTs
•

Equipment with a single source of incoming
power

•

High risk associated with access

•



Frequently accessed equipment



High incident energy

Remote or difficult to access locations


Mezzanine, catwalk

•

Sites with temporary or intermittent power

•

Equipment with stored electrical energy


•

Battery banks, capacitors, etc.

AVTs are suitable for:
 New equipment
 Retrofits
 OEM installations

Equipment frequently serviced by third-party
technicians or contractors

Why is Proper Connection Important?
UL1436 Requirement for AVTs
“Test the Tester”

Detection Lead

Termination Lead

A supervisory test circuit is required to verify that the
tester is functioning
‒

Activated before and after the absence of voltage
measurements are taken

‒

Ensures that the tester was not damaged during the test
leading to a false indication

Installation Check
UL 1436 includes several installation provisions
‒

Detect open connections between the tester and the circuit
(detection and termination lead)

‒

Detect the reversal of phase and ground tester leads
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Common AVT Installation Methods
Power
Distribution Block

Power Disconnect Switch
with Distribution Lugs

Benefits of AVTs
•

Determines information about voltage status
BEFORE equipment is accessed

•

Less susceptible to damage than portable,
handheld equipment

•

Prevents personnel from direct exposure
to electrical hazards

•

Automated test helps reduce operator errors

•

Increased productivity

•

Testers are rated for application

•

Alert to abnormal power conditions

•

Dedicated voltage tester avoids
incorrect settings

•

Detect stored electrical energy
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Summary
• Verifying the absence of voltage is
a critical step that is part of nearly
every job involving electrical work
• AVTs have several benefits and can
improve worker safety and the
efficiency of the voltage testing
process
• UL 1436 listing requirements help
ensure listed AVTs are reliable and
fail-safe
• You can introduce a new
technology that raises your level of
safety and mitigates hazards for
both you and your customer

Appendix
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Example - Installing AVT in MCC Applications
❶ Line Side of the Main - Use Cases if the upstream protective device is
deenergized before performing maintenance in the MCC, the AVT can be
used to test the main horizontal bus in the MCC
❷Load Side of the Main - Use Cases if the upstream protective device is
deenergized before performing maintenance in the MCC, the AVT can be
used to test the main horizontal bus in the MCC.
❸MCC Units, Line Side - Use Cases
• Test to ensure breaker is racked out or stabs are fully disengaged when
main bus is energized
• Use with plug-in units that have retractable stabs and arc resistant rating to
verify absence of voltage before opening unit door
❹MCC Units, Load Side - Use Cases
• Test for absence of voltage in an individual bucket without powering
down the entire MCC
• Verify no DC voltage from motor backfeed.*
❺MCC Units, Line and Load Side – Use case - If the procedure requires
the main bus to be de-energized and backfeed from the motor is likely

Questions?
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Complete the Online Evaluation
For more Information:
Visit us in Booth #3035
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